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Details of Visit:

Author: chessgrandmaster
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 2 Jan 2012 19.15
Duration of Visit: 25
Amount Paid: 60
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Valentines
Website: http://www.valentinespeterborough.com
Phone: 01733554449

The Premises:

This is a well-reported establishment, about 25 minutes walk from the train station, situated in an
industry unit. All dark and secluded at this time of evening and perfectly safe. Nice and warm inside
on a rather chilly night! Was promptly ushered into a waiting room, which is a small broom closet,
whilst another punter and other guests were permitted to pass through unidentified.

The Lady:

Roxy is an average-sized girl, sporting a 34C bust, which remained predominantly covered up by a
wonder-bra, as recently inserted nipple-piercings were proving very sensitive. Lovely soft skin, with
a gentle touch and it was nice to see an English girl for a change. Geographically, she is not very
astute and rocket-science is not her speciality, but a pleasant enough conversationalist in any case.
I believe she is the same girl as reported at Hollywood in Leicester. Reviews are available.

The Story:

This encounter started out rather awkwardly, as Roxy was the only girl available and with it being
cold and miserable outside, I opted to stay. Into the waiting room I was ushered and after 5 minutes,
I was escorted into the room itself. The bed is in need of replacement, as it has seen much use
now.
I disrobed and lay compliantly on my front. Roxy then informed me that she wanted to keep her bra
on, due to the sensitivity of her piercings. Being the gent that I am, I dutifully acquiesced, but
became rather perturbed then by the lacklustre, one-handed, none-effective massage that ensued. I
desisted this after a while and began the proceedings. My unease was proving rather difficult for
me, but I consoled myself and chastised myself for being an idealist.
Sex thereafter certainly improved matters and I enjoyed that part the most, culminating in a
satisfactory conclusion.
A nice enough girl, who would offer an excellent extended service if money is lavished out.
I am led to understand that she indeed specialises.
As it is, the basics is adequate if uninspiring. Don?t? mistake me, there is no malicious
absentmindedness or any distraction on her part, but dominating and instigation is not her thing,
from my perception. She was able to have a chuckle and she did appear to have a rather caring
side to her, which was rather sweet, but entire enthusiasm in the act was not wholly overtly
apparent.
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She is a pleasant girl and has a lovely figure. I would have liked to see the rest of it though, but was
encumbered by the bra. From the feel though, the unrevealed package seems very intriguing...
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